
Taster classes 2023 
 

Inspired by Old Clips - a little routine taking elements and ideas from various clips from the 
Swing era to incorporate into your dancing. Ari & Simon 

Rhythm in your feet - a class built around growing your personal rhythm and rhythmical 
awareness and adding it into your dancing, both as individual and partner dancers. Ari & 
Simon 
 
Tranky Doo - is an authentic jazz routine from the 1940s. Ari & Simon 

Frankie Manning Tribute - Classical Frankie moves. Frida & Skye 

Early Lindy - Lindy figures from the early days. Frida & Skye 

Inspiration from Day at the Races - Small routine inspired by the movie Day at the Races. 
Frida & Skye 

Solo Jazz from the Soundie Close Shave. Frida & Skye 

Mini Lindy Routine. Frida & Skye 

Rhythm Variations in lindy hop. Frida & Skye 
 
Classic slo bal ala Dean Raftery. Sylvia & Jacob 
 
So Cal classic lindy moves. Sylvia & Jacob 
 
Dean Collins classic lindy moves. Sylvia & Jacob 
 
Slides for all occasions – incorporate slides in your dancing. Sylvia & Jacob 

Vintage Footage/Black Bottom (1926) - Learn a part of a vintage clip with 20's charleston 
steps. Hyunjung Choi 

From Charleston to balboa and back, Sanna & Adam 

Everybody Leads Everybody Follows Balboa crash course, Sanna & Adam 

Three throwouts and a come around - a variation on the balifornia routine (intermediate 
balboa), Sanna & Adam 

Slow balboa, Olga & Andreas 
 
Saint Louis Shag – Olga & Andreas 

Add tap to Lindy - learn to put in a few tap steps to your Lindy variations, Alice & Peter 



Slow Lindy - how to keep it laid back and create flow throughout the slower tempos, Alice & 
Peter 

Something Sweet on the Backbeat - learn to intentionally play with the backbeat to sweetin’ 
up what we can do on the music, Alice & Peter 

Soul Line Dances - modern choreographed solo line dances done to R&B, hip-hop, soul and 
contemporary music. Join us for the super fun vibes!  Naomi & Peter 

 
Fancy Charleston - come learn some beyond-the-basics partnered charleston steps, Naomi & 

Peter 


